RFID News Roundup
The following are news announcements made during the past week
by the following organizations:
Impinj, Detego, InMotion, Nedap;
SML Intelligent Inventory Solutions;
Vizinex;
MEPS Real-Time;
Giant Eagle, Powershelf; and
Sensoro.

Impinj Launches RAIN RFID Retail Solutions With
Detego, InMotion and Nedap
Impinj has announced the first solutions in its retail
portfolio, built in collaboration with partners Detego, Nedap
and InMotion. Based on the Impinj platform, the end-to-end
solutions are designed to help retailers improve store
operations, the customer experience and sales.
Impinj is offering the Retail Inventory Intelligence and
Supply Chain Management solution (developed with Detego), the
Always-On Retail Inventory Intelligence solution (developed
with Nedap), and the Interactive, Digital Product Displays for
Retail Stores and Consumer Brands solution (developed with
InMotion). All three solutions are built on the Impinj
platform, which leverages RAIN RFID and comprises endpoints
(tag chips that uniquely identify items), connectivity
(readers and gateways that wirelessly identify the items) and
software. Impinj says it plans to continue adding solutions to
its retail portfolio, as well as introduce portfolios for
other industries.
The Impinj-Detego solution delivers item-level article
management and in-store analytics through real-time supply
chain visibility. The solution delivers insights to store
managers regarding merchandise flow and product availability,

allowing them to minimize markdowns. For example, Impinj
reports, it can help apparel companies receive accurate
inventory information and track goods from the point of
manufacturing to the point of sale, resulting in increased
delivery accuracy, fewer mis-shipments, reduced processing
costs and improved inventory accuracy, thereby leading to more
sales. The Retail Inventory Intelligence solution features
Impinj’s ItemSense software, used in conjunction with Impinj’s
xArray RAIN RFID readers. Unveiled earlier this month (see
With ItemSense, Impinj Aims to Simplify ‘Always On’ RFID
Deployments), ItemSense is designed to make EPC RAIN RFID
solutions simpler to deploy, by facilitating the integration
of an xArray RFID deployment with an end user’s existing
inventory-management system or other enterprise software.
The Impinj-Nedap solution is designed to continuously count
and reconcile store inventory levels. The Impinj platform and
Nedap !D Cloud application work together to provide retailers
with around-the-clock inventory updates that can be reconciled
with existing enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. The
solution is simple to use, leverages cloud-based software and
can help increase store sales with improved inventory
visibility, lower labor costs and operational inefficiencies
from manual cycle counts and undirected replenishment. The
system can also eliminate the excess inventory that stores
traditionally employ to compensate for inaccurate inventory
visibility, according to Impinj.
The Impinj-Nedap Always-On Retail Inventory Intelligence
solution includes RAIN-tagged products as endpoints (with
Impinj Monza 6 or better chips recommended), the Impinj xArray
gateway as the connectivity layer, Impinj’s ItemSense software
and ItemSense /!D Cloud Connector, and Nedap’s !D Cloud
solution. Impinj’s ItemSense / !D Cloud Connector provides two
primary responsibilities. The first is coordinating ItemSense
jobs in support of the retailer’s goals. This means the
connector runs optimized ItemSense jobs around a store’s

schedule, tuned to such objectives
as inventory and location accuracy. The second function is
data integration, achieved by pulling endpoint information
from ItemSense and pushing that information to !D Cloud. The
connector also performs required data transformation, such as
mapping ItemSense zones to !D Cloud zones.
The Impinj-InMotion solution delivers interactive visual
displays that engage customers, help convert product sales and
give visibility into shopper behavior, Impinj reports. The
display solution can be integrated with existing productinformation-management (PIM) systems, and also provides
monitoring to improve suggestive selling and conversion
factors. The Interactive, Digital Product Displays solution
combines InMotion’s displays with Impinj’s R420 and R220 fixed
RAIN RFID readers, Brickyard near-field reader antenna and
Mini-Guardrail Antenna (specifically designed for item-level
performance), as well as InMotion’s Edge Device Compact
computing device that hosts InMotion software, the InMotion
Remote Management Network and RAIN RFID tags.

SML Upgrades Clarity Retail Inventory-Management
Software
SML Intelligent Inventory Solutions (IIS) has announced the
release of its Clarity 3.X software, the latest version of the
company’s cloud-based software suite designed to ease RFID
deployment in order to enable the real-time management of
inventory across the global retail channel.
The software suite provides retailers with visibility into
stock availability to help reduce out-of-stocks, audit product
shipments and deliveries, and report on stock-counting
variance, the company reports, as well as help retailers
improve omnichannel execution at each store.
The new version is completely cloud-based, running as a
private cloud or behind the retailer’s firewall, so it does

not require any servers running at the retailer’s site,
according to Dean Frew, SML Group’s chief technology officer
and senior VP of RFID solutions. Clarity 3.X is also more
scalable, he says. “We built the platform on an eventtriggered architecture to make it the most scalable
architecture in the market,” Frew states. As an example,
retailers with 1,000 stores can perform a stock count and
replenishment simultaneously, without any performance issues
and with a high-level user experience.
This latest version also features a new omnichannel
functionality designed to connect distribution facilities and
stores, and an Intelligent Inventory Replenishment feature,
allowing autonomous fixed readers to accurately capture items
being received into stockrooms, as well as trigger alerts
regarding sold merchandise, so that the affected stock can be
transitioned to the sales floor. There is also a new user
interface with a Web dashboard that enables store personnel to
quickly assess the potential cost of an out-of-stock
situation. Generic Integration “connectors” built for numerous
types of retailer enterprise systems are also now available
with Clarity 3.X, Frew says.
Clarity currently runs on Nordic ID, Technology Solutions (UK)
Ltd. (TSL) and Zebra Technologies RFID handhelds using
Microsoft Windows and iOS operating systems as well as Alien
Technology, Impinj, Nordic ID and Zebra fixed RFID readers,
with versions for iOS and Android coming soon. Clarity 3.X is
currently deployed in several retailer pilot implementations,
as well as in Tesco’s F&F retail apparel stores (see RFID News
Roundup: Tesco’s F&F Division, SML Group Partner to Deploy
RFID for Improved Inventory Accuracy).

Vizinex RFID Releases Sentry Slim Skinnie Tag
Vizinex RFID, a manufacturer of RFID tags tailored to specific
applications, has launched a new ultrahigh-frequency (UHF)

RFID on-metal tag, known as the Sentry Slim Skinnie. The tag
measures 36.3 millimeters by 6.9 millimeters by 2.8
millimeters (1.4 inches by 0.3 inch by 0.1 inch), and weighs
1.5 grams (0.05 ounce). It supports a 6- to 10-foot read
distance, depending on the item being tagged, the company
reports, and its low profile also makes it suitable for
tracking small tools, slim IT assets, weapons, laboratory
equipment and work-in-process. It is designed for mounting on
metal surfaces by means of a high-performance acrylic adhesive
for attachment, Vizinex says.

The Sentry Slim Skinnie tag, mounted on a
wrench
The tag leverages an Alien Technology Higgs3 chip, providing
96 bits of Electronic Product Code (EPC) memory plus 512 bits
of user memory. It has an IP67 rating, which means it is
dustproof and waterproof, and its operating temperature ranges
from -58 degrees Fahrenheit to +185 degrees Fahrenheit (-50
degrees Celsius to +85 degrees Celsius).
The Slim Skinnie is much less expensive
often used in these applications, says
CEO. The Slim Skinnie can be upgraded
service, he adds, such as for use in
drying booths.

than the ceramic tags
Ken Horton, Vizinex’s
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MEPS Real-Time Updates System for
Automation, Inventory Management

Pharmacy

Management MEPS Real-Time, a provider of RFID solutions for
pharmacy automation and inventory management, has released a
new version of its Intelliguard Kit and Tray Management System
that has updated RFID antenna that, according to the company,
reduces scan times by 50 percent compared with those of
previous versions.
Intelliguard Kit and Tray Management System Version 4.0
features improved performance and enhanced design and
usability, according to the company. The Intelliguard system
is an RFID-based drug-management solution that employs
standard EPC Gen 2 ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) passive RFID tags
and readers. The system includes a tabletop reader for
commissioning a tag attached to each drug’s packaging, as well
as RFID-enabled drug-dispensing cabinets and bedside patient
trays, to automate medication inventory management and
replenishment. Several health-care providers, including San
Diego’s Rady Children’s Hospital, are already using the system
to manage medications (see Rady Children’s Hospital Tracks
Anesthetic Drugs Via RFID).
In the updated version, MEPS has integrated and brought to
production patented and exclusive Dynamic Sensor Module (DSM)
antennas that its says can guarantee read rates and
reliability of RFID systems specifically to address medical
applications. Introduced a year ago, (see RFID News Roundup:
MEPS Real-Time Intros RFID-Enabled Smart Drawers for HealthCare Industry), DSM antennas are incorporated to provide
improved RFID system performance in size-efficient and costeffective form factors. This patented and exclusive
intellectual property allows MEPS to integrate antenna systems
into challenging environments, MEPS reports. For example, the
company says, the Intelliguard RFID Smart Tag is 65 percent
smaller than competitor tags offering similar functionality.

In addition to reduced scan time, the Intelliguard Kit and
Tray Management System Version 4.0 includes foundational
improvements, enhanced data retrieval, specific customerrequested features and incremental changes to improve
workflows. For example, the company explains, it supports the
ability to upgrade the Medi-Span database to allow global,
concurrent updating when new medications are made available
from Medi-Span, while still allowing individual customers to
add custom medications. The new version also enables pop-up
alerts for soon-to-expire medications, the company says. Other
features include improvements to the raw data export
functionality for the inventory reports, as well as upgraded
navigation to better support search results within help
screens.
Additionally, the DSM technology supports a variety of
Intelliguard Kit and Tray Management System Workstation sizes,
with compact footprints that, according to the company, can
create more usable space within a pharmacy. Developed to
foster an ergonomic workflow, Intelliguard workstations
include design details like flexible mounting and placement
options, integrated work surfaces, all-in-one computers and a
touch-screen user interface that, MEPS says, increase comfort
levels while reducing the risk of repetitive stress injuries
for employees.

Giant Eagle Tests Powershelf Out-of-Stock Sensors
as Part of Food-Industry Study
Powershelf, a provider of retail technology solutions, has
announced that its out-of-stock sensors will be the focus of a
new food-industry pilot program, known as the Out-of-Stock
Inventory Management test, measuring possible solutions to
grocery out-of-stocks (OOS). The program is led by a joint
task force consisting of Giant Eagle, one of the nation’s
largest food retailers and distributors, the Food Marketing
Institute (FMI), the University of Maryland, Ernst & Young,

dozens of leading product manufacturers, and Powershelf. The
program, scheduled to run from this month through January
2016, will measure the effectiveness of Powershelf out-ofstock sensors in four Giant Eagle stores in the area of
Columbus, Ohio, the company indicates.

Powershelf
sensors
installed
in
the
sports-drinks section
of a Giant Eagle store
in Columbus, Ohio
The Powershelf solution was co-developed by Compass
Marketing‘s Tagnetics subsidiary, and by Panasonic System
Communications Co. (see Panasonic Adds Bluetooth Beacons to
Electronic Shelf Labels). The solution enables retailers to
connect their customers with location-based content via a
mobile app, and is intended to enable stores to electronically
update prices on LCD screens mounted on product shelves, as
well as receive automatic notifications in the event that a
shelf becomes empty, thereby indicating a product needs to be
restocked to ensure that not sales are missed.
The Out-of-Stock Inventory Management test focuses on the
individual store level, at which industry studies have shown
nearly three-quarters of all out-of-stocks occur, according to
Powershelf. The Giant Eagle stores participating in this pilot
will be divided into two groups—control and test stores—both
of which will be outfitted with Powershelf OOS sensors. The
sensors will measure on-shelf availability in the yogurt,

sports drinks, beer and diapers categories, with leading
manufacturers representing their interest as participants. The
sensors use the two-way communications capabilities to alert
store personnel and distributor partners to remedy the
situation. However, only the sensors in the test stores will
issue alerts when products go out of stock. Other data
collected from the test includes response times to address the
OOS alerts, and estimated loss of sales for both non-promoted
and promoted participating stock-keeping units (SKUs).
The results of the Columbus pilot program are expected to be
released early in the first quarter of 2016.

Sensoro Deploys 110,000-Beacon Network in China
Sensoro, a startup with offices in Seattle and Beijing, has
announced a large Bluetooth beacon network in China,
consisting of 110,000 units. Founded in July 2013, Sensoro is
running and managing the network of its iBeacon sensors, which
are called Yunzis. The network spans 25 movie theatres, 16
airports, 39 high-end retail stores, 40 major tourist
destinations, 200 universities, 260 high-speed trains, 1,500
Pizza Hut restaurants and 2,100 Chow Tai Fook (CTF) jewelry
retail stores, among other locations.
According to Sensoro, traffic at these beacon-outfitted
locations reached hundreds of millions during the Chinese
holidays. For example, an estimated 12 million travelers
visited 40 Class 5A tourist attractions, the highest level of
tourist attraction rating category rated by the China National
Tourism Administration (CNTA). In May 2015, in cooperation
with China’s CCTV News Channel and the CNTA, Sensoro deployed
more than 4,200 beacons at the 40 attractions, and the
technology enabled interaction between CCTV and tourists at
the attractions, who uploaded more than 60,000 real-time news
clues. During the 2015 Chinese New Year, CTF’s use of beacons
brought in $11 million in revenue with a conversion rate up to

63 percent—far surpassing expectations, Sensoro says. The
success of the case persuaded CTF to deploy beacons at all
2,100 of its Mainland China retail stores during the next
three months.
According to Sensoro, several other brands have chosen to
partner with the company to launch digital marketing
activities. These include professional soccer club Real
Madrid, the restaurant group Yum!, and Sony Pictures
Television.
Sensoro’s newest hardware product,
supports Google EddyStone and Apple
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
sensing technologies, the company

Sensoro Smart Beacon 4.0,
iBeacon as well as ZigBee,
ultrasound and many other
reports. The new products

also support GPRS direct remote control, as well as support
for ZigBee-based mesh-networking between beacons, Sensoro
adds.

